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How Religious Quarrels Originate 

One of the stock arguments against religion 
is that as a rule it sows seeds of discord and 
divides man from man. This, however, is a very 
superficial view of things. Digging but a little 
deeper one can oot fail to find that at the bottom 
of all religious quarrels lies, not any teaching of 
religion but the unscrupulousness of man himself 
who exploits the name of religion to grind some 
axe of his own. Religion as such teaches nothing 
but good-will, charity and neighbourly relati@ns 
between man and man. No religion teaches 
hatred of man. It is in the hands of those, 
however, who live and prosper on religion that 
religion becomes a prolific source of bad blood 
between mao and man, We find ourselves in 
thorough agreement with our contemporary the 
Truth when it thus sums up this exploitation of 
the religious sentiments of the masses by the 
professional agitators : 

" Nine-tenths of communal troubles on 
religious questions are C'lUsed by sheer lack of 
occup:ition. Maulana Zafar Ali Khan, when 
he failed to find a leading position in the 
Congress, turned against it and took up the 
question of Qadianism. The Ahrar wanted a 
job. Kashmir agitation was over and they 
were idle. So they took up the same question 
of Qadianism, independently and not in colla
born,tion with M. Zafar Ali Khan, because they 
had no conviction of their own and co-operation 
means division of spoils as well as of fame. 
Lucknow is a fine place for sectarian feuds ; 
so the Madhe Sahaba agitation was started 1 

there. \Ve never knew that pra1s10g the 
Sahaba in street procession was an institution 
of our religion. Another young body finding 
nothing to do and unable to sit still started 
ric!,eting the houses of prostitutes. The 
Zoology department of a college buried the 
body of a pig for the purpose of an experiment. 
A youngman thought it a good opportunity to 

come into the public, declared his religion 
insulted and wrote burning stuff to the press l " 

• * 
Is Iran De-lslamizing ? 

* * 

In the Statesman for March 25, there appears 
an account of modern Iran by one "Monk Rahula 
ol Tihet fame'' who is said to have tr,welled 
through the country on foot and is familiar with 
its language. It says : 

"P,liriotism, almost fanatical patriotism, had 
invaded the cou11try and the whole population 
wn.'I in ifa 11.-it>. Everyone there was thinking 
and talki11g of the pre·Arab influence days when 
the Persian Empire, civilization and culture 
were the envy and talk of the rest of the world. 
Arab influence which brought a change of 
reli11ion and which has been ever since dominat
ing every Phase of Persian life, is at a disco1mt 
there at tire present mome,it a11d is looked ui,>on 
as having been the rnot c,iuse of I ran' s decline. 
Tlie result is a terrible reaction. Everything 
that the Conservative I slam stood for is being 
attacked a11d is crw11bli11g to Pieces under the 
forceful blows of live young franians burni1tg 
with the fire of patriotism. Firdausi has been 
acclaimed as the national pnet of Iran, and one 
of the chief reasons for this is that a thousand 
years ago he stood ttP for shedding A ral, 
influe11c even from their literature. 

The veil has disappea7ed and one meets more 
women in Tehran streets than men. European 
clothes a11d headgear h,n,e been adopted by the 
pn/mlace. Wi11e, a thi1111 which Moslem Iran 
never really g,1ve up brewi11g, is now openly 
i11dulged in. The forbidden meats are the 
delights of ma11y young lra11ians, who indul11e in 
them more to show their revolt aP,ainst Arab 
influence than out of sheer merit. Dancing is a 
popular pastime. In short a wave of social and 
political reform is sweeping through the cou11try. 

Jn Russia they have attempted to prove that· 
religion had ouWt•ed its usefulness. Tttrkey and 
fra11 had adopted this view in a modified form. 
Moharram celebrations in Iran have 110w been 
restricted to 011e day, and they say it is a 
prelude to rnlegatin11 the official religion of Iran 
altogether to the back bench. The day of rest 
i11ste,1d of being Friday is now Sunday, to 
conform with the rest of the civilised world. 
Persia has followed Turkey in adopting the 
Latfo charact,r. Tho11gh the initiative and 
drive has come from the Shah, he is carrying 

(See page 3.) 
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When Rellglon becomes a Prison-House 
SECTARIANISTS ARE PARASITES FEEDING UPON 
THE RELIGION WHOSE COLOUR THEY ASSUME 

Poet Tagore's Addreaa 

The following extracts from Dr. Rabindranath Tagore's illttmi11atit1g address at the 
ParUame11t of Religions recently lield in Calctttta iii comiectioti with Sri Ram-I<rish11a's ce11tenary 
celebrations sho11ld suJ,J,ly same corrective to the mocltery of sectarianism masq11eradittg as religion:-

l have nothing new to tell you, no esoteric 
truth to propound tu you. I am a mere poet, a 
Jover of men and of creation. But since love 
gives a certain insight, I may perhaps claim to 
have sometimes caught the hushed voice of 
hnmanity and felt its suppressed longing for the 
hilinite, I hope r do not belong to those who 
born in a prison•bouse, never have the good luck 
to know that it is II prison, who are blissfully 
nnaware that the costliness of their furniture and 
profuseness of the provisions for their comfort act 
as invisible walls in a castle of vanity that not 
only rob them of their freedom bnt even of the 
desire for it. 

heroism in character, noble aspiration and achieve• 
ment in all great civilizations, 

But when these very religions travel far from 
their sacred sources, they lose their original 
dynamic vigour, and degenerate into the arrogance 
of piety, into an utter emptiness crammed v. ith 
irrational habits and mecha11ical practices, 1hen is 
their spiritual inspiration befogged in the lllt bidity 
of sectarianism, then do they become the most 
obstinate obstruction that darkens our vi~ion of 
human unity, piling up out uf their acc:etions and 
refuse dead-weights of unreason acrnss our path of 
progress,-till at length civilistd life is compelled 
to free its education from the stifling coils of 
religious creeds. Such fratricidal aberrations, in 
the guise of spiritual excellence, have brought upon 
the name of God whem they profess to glorify, 
uglier discredit than honest and defiant atheism 
could ever have done. 

Of all fetters those that falsely assume spiritual 
designations are the most difficult to break, nod of 
all dungeous the most terrible are those invisible 
ones where men's souls are imprisoned in self• 
delusion bred by vanity. For, the undisguised 
pursuit of self has safety in its openness, like filth The reason is, because sectarianism, like some 
exposed to the sun and air. But the self-magni• voracious parasites feeds upon the religion whose 
fication, with its consequent thwarting of the colour it assumes, exhausting it so that it knows 
best in man, that goes on unashamed when not when its spirit is sucked dry. It utilises the 
religion deadens into sectarianism is a per\'erse dead skin for its habitation, as a strong-hold for its 
form of worldliness under the mask ef religion; it unholy instinct of fight, its pious vaingloriousness, 
constricts the heart into narrowness much more I fiercely contemptuous of its neighbours' articles 
effectively than the cult of the world based upon I of faith. 
material inerests can ever do. Sectarian votaries ef a particular religion, when 

Let me try to answer the question as to what taken to tas.k for the iniq?it_eus deali?gs with tllei.r 
this •Spirit• is, for the winning of which all the bre:hren ,~h1ch so deeply_ ID Jure aod !nsult hum~nt• 
great religions were brought into being. ty, 11_nmed1ately try to divert at_tent1on by . gltbly 

quoting noble texts from their own scriptures 
which preach love, justice, righteousness, and the 
divinity immanent in Man,-ludicrously nnconsci• 
ous of the fact that those constitute the most 
damaging incrimination of their usual attitude of 
mind. In taking up the guardianship of their 
religion they allow, on the one hand, physical 
materialism to invade it by falsely giving eternal 
value to external practices, often of primitive origin: 
and moral materialism on the other, by invoking 
sacred sanction for their forms of worship within 
the rigid enclosure of special privileges founded 
upon accident of birth, or conformity, irrespective 
nf moral justification. Such debasement does nilt 
belong to any particular religion, bnt more or less 
to all religions, the records of whose impious 
activities are written in brothers' blood, and sealed 
with the indignities heaped upon them. 

'The evening sky is revealed to us in its serene 
aspect of beauty, though we know that from the 
fiery whirlpools which are the stars, chaotic out• 
bursts clash against one another in a conflict of 
implacable fury. Bnt • Ishavasyam idam sarvam ', 
-over and through it all there is spread a 
mysterious spirit of harmony, constantly modulat• 
ing rebellious elements into creative unity, evolving 
ineffable peace and beauty, out of the incoherently 
battling corn batants perpetually struggling to 
elbow out their neighbours into a turmoil of 
dissolution. 

And this great harmony, this ever-lasting 
Yea-this is Truth, that bridges the dark abysms 
of time and space, reconciles contradictions, 
imparts perfect balance to the nnstable. This 
all-pervading mystery is what we call spiritual in 
its essence. It is the bnman aspect of this truth 
which all great personalities have made their own 
in their lives and have offered to their fellow•beings 
in the name of various religions as means of peace 
and good-will-as vehicles of beanty in bebavionr, 

All tbrongh the course of hnman history it has 
become tragically evident that religions, whose 
mission is liberation of sonl, have in some form or 
other ever been instrumental in shackling freedom 

(See J,age 7.) 
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I strength to do it? That is at least what 
India expects of this first Indian Govern• 
ment in the Punjab. 

While condemning the firing we must 

Th11reday, 4prll t, l9tl7 

also condemn the people of Pa11ipat, 

J Hindus as well as Muslims, for creating 
the situation. In doing so they only 
behaved as fools and have paid the penalty 
of their folly. It certainly did not exalt 

Panipat Firing 

It is impossible to comment on the 
police firing in Panipat without the deepest 
indignation. Seven men shot dead 
as if they were so many dogs 1 It is an 
insult to Indian blood and the conscience 
of India must rise in revolt against it. 

This is not the first time that Indian 
blood has been shed so light-heartedly. It 
has become a regular tradition with the 
so-called forces of law and order to start 
£ring at Indian crowds with as little com
punction as if they are just out duck-shoot
ing. Is it because India is after all a slave 
country? In a free country no such thing 
would be tolerated for a single day and would 
result in a change of ministry. 

The crowd was in a state of frenzy and 
the police had no option but to open fire. 
This is the stock excuse which has been 
repeated ad nauseum and which, we may 
safely predict, will be repeated now. 

Hinduism to force a procession in the face 
of Muslim opposition nor did it exalt Islam 
in any way to prevent the procession. 
Islam whose founder invited Roman 
Catholics to hold their service in his own 
mosque is too broad-minded a religion to 
fear pollution, should a Hindu procession 
pass by a mosque or shrine. All this 
is sheer folly, the work of the pro
fessional agitator, who has an axe of his 
own t::> grind, while the poor credulous 
folks pay the toll with their lives, 

We are extremely sorry for this loss of 
human life. The death of seven men means 
the ruin of seven families, deprived of their 
bread.winners. The agitator will not raise his 
little finger to relieve their misery. Per
haps he would open some sort of fund in 
the name of those " martyrs "-Postmorte,n 
exploitation. All the consolation he would 
have for the bereaved families would be that 
their dear ones are gone straight to Heaven. 
How long will this stupidity be allowed to 
go on? How long will the Musalman 
play the fool in the hands of the professional 
agitator? 

Rubbish, we say, The mere fact that the 
1 
________________ _ 

crowd was unarmed knocks the whole 
bottom out of this silly justification. An 
unarmed rabble, however excited, is no 
match for a well armed and well-disciplined 
posse of police force. And it betrays 
either the height of cowardice or disregard 
for Indian blood or both to shower bullets 
on an unarmed crowd. 

Whereas in all civilized countries, the 
police is supposed to be the protector of 
the people, here in India, it has, with rare 
noble exceptions, been trained more as a 
game-dog to pounce upon the people at the 
slightest pretext. So far, however, their 
strings were held by foreign pay-masters. 
They must be made to feel that those 
strings have now been transferred to Indian 
hands and they must learn to behave. The 
officer responsible for the bloodshed must 
be made to stand his trial before a court of 
justice on a charge of murder. Failing that, 
an impartial enquiry commanding public 
confidence must forthwith be instituted and 
this playing with human blood duly 
punished. Will Sir Sikandar Heyat Khan 
and this cabinet muster courage and 

(Continued from page 1) 

lhe nation with him and in Monk Rahul:'ls 
opinion, shauld the Shah live for ten more :yeare, 
the changes will have taken j,ermansnt root," 

We can not say how far this acconnt is 
correct. Perhap;i som! nf our readers in (ran may 
be able to enlighten us as to the truth abont the 
situation. It i;i true th1t b:>th Turkey and Iran 
have been swept over by a wave of intense 
nationalism and thoie c:lllntries are now taking 
pride in their national cnltnre and hil!tory. And 
that is as it should be, (slam does not want to 
de-nationalize people. But we think it is pre
m1t11re to jump from this date to the conclusion 
that Islam is losing hold nn the people of Turkey 
and Iran. Non-Muslims often carry away with 
them a very incorrect impression of things, They 
are nsed tn associating Islam with certain thing1 
while as a matter of fact those things may be 
perfectly un•Islamic. And when some Mnslim 
conntry gives these things np they raise their 
hands in pious jubillation that Islam is losing bold 
on the people. Purdah, for instance, is no part 
of Islam -pnrdah as practised in present-day 
Muslim Society. Mnslim lands which have 
discarded the veil have therefore done nothing 
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un•lslamic in abolishing it. In fact it is a return 
to the true spirit of Islam, To a non-Muslim, 
however, such reforms betoken a turning-away 
from Islam. When Turkey first set foot on the 
path of such reform, it was predicted that within 
a few years, she would say final goodbye to Islam, 
Those, however, who have been to Turkty tPII a 
different story. The Turks are now more 
earnest about their religion because now thut 
everything has been rendered into Turkish, they 
can really understand its beauties. We believe 
the same must be the truth underl}'ing similar 
stories about Iran. The restriction on Muharram 
celebrations, for instance, is nothing un-lslamic 
but a step in the direction of cutting down such 
elements in those celebrations which do not quite 
fit in with the spirit of Islamic teachings. Any
way, let us wait and see, 

THE QURAN UNION 

DHAR S1R,-l have been a rtgular subscriber 
for your paper for the last two or three years, and 
have been one of your most interested readers. The 
purpose of this letter, however is not to over
emphasize the awfully good effect it has produced 
on me, but to point out to you, one tremendous 
drawback v. hich prevents it being called an ideal 
paper in the cause of Islam. 

You will agree with me that the power of 
repetition is a great thing, and from my personal 
experience in the Europt>an Schools 1hat I have 
been to, I may frankly conclude, that it is solely 
by repeating one thing-that of encouraging 
one to read the Bible-that the Protestant clergy 
has been able to keep the Christian foot-hold firm 
in India. ln fact, l have actually felt this power 
of repetition myself. 

Before 1 was sent to a boarding School which. 
incidentally, was a European institution, l had 
received a fairly good grounding in Islamic precepts 
and instructions. But since the time I entered as 

assigned some readings from various parts of the 
Bible, which are to be studied carefully every day, 
In this way 1he enthsiastic Bible reader is able to 
finish the book is three or four years, and have a 
ve1y good knowledge of it. Jn this v.ay lhe young 
enthusiast is mort1 and more convinced of the 
truth of the Bible and eventually turns so preju
diced as to turn a deaf ear to the preachings of all 
other castes and creeds. 

It is not with a view to denounce this system 
in any w1y that I make a Epecial mention of it. 
Rather the object is to illustrate to you the beauty 
of its wo,king. l have been wondering why the 
Muslims have not mede such a Union of their 
own, and made each individual of the Islamic fold 
more fond of the Holy Quran, You will egree 
Y<ith me that the stability of a religion depends on 
the strict adherence to and a perfect knowledge of 
its religious books by its individual followers. ll 
such is the case, I think it would be perfectly 
advisable if you publish a set of teadings from the 
Holy Quran in your weekly journal, or better 
sull, and for the convenience of all the people at 
large, draw out a list cf readings to be studied 
throughout the year and sell it to the people at a 
reasonable price. You could, for instance, divide 
the Quran up into three sections, one section to 
be done in each year, and the easiest portions of 
the Quran being studied first. This would enable 
the Muslims to live a really Islamic Jife and enable 
them to love the Quran more and more. I have 
a translation of the Holy Quran published by your 
institution and written by Maulana Mohammad 
Ali, and believe me, it is very often an effort for 
me to study it with the same zeal and ardour as 
l would expect to do by following a systematic 
course. The very idea that I am going to finish 
the Quran from 1he beginning to end with all foot. 
notes and details seems to be a job sometimes, 

But ii you could draw out a system on the 
lines detailed above, I have a confident hope 
that not only I, but also many of my co-religionists 
would be able to master the Holy Quran. It would 
b! a relief to much of our spiritual starvation. 

Hoping you will give a kind consideration to 
all that I have written and anticipating your 
speedy action. 

Allahabad. HASSAN MAHMUD. 

[We are sure the suggestion which is quite
original will appeal to the readers of this paper, 
Before we definitely launch forth such a scheme, 
however, we would appreciate a word from such· 
friends as may feel interested in it as also any 
suggestions as to its practical working -Edit] 

a boarder and was made a member of the Scrip-
1 

___________________ _ 

ture Union, I began to believe in some of those 
impracticable things in the Bible which Islam is 
fighting against so vehemently. 

The Scriptnre Union is a body of those 
people who take to the reading of the Bible 
daily. It is worked by some missionaries of 
the Chnrch of England as far as my knowledge 
goes in the matter, and the primary aim of the 
Union is to bind the Christian soul to bis Bible. 
Each member who joins this Union, obtains a 
card by paying two annas, and in the card are 

How to Help 
l. Pass your copy of tbe 

Light on to others 
2. Make your friends Sub

scribe. 
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CULTS OF EXTREMISM 
TOO MUCH OF £V£RYTHING IS BAD 

According to a saying of tlie Prophet tl,e good iii all things lies in the middle, Tl,e 
(Juran speaks of the 1V11salma11s as a J,eoj,le of the" goldet1 mea11 ", Tliey ,m,st neitlier lead a life 
of lllxury and self-i,1dulge11ce 1ior of ascetic self•re,m11ciatio11. Bat a11d drink by all meat1s, sa,•s Ille 
(Juran but do 11ot exceed tl,e limits. In dealing with a1,offe11ce the old law tcias a11 eye for a11 eye and 
a tooth for a tooth. Then came the law tl,at if yo,, are smitteti on the rig/it clieek, turn your left. 
Islam struck the golden mean between these two extre,,,es of 1111rele11ting retaliation at1d it1discrimi11ate 
forgiveness, teaching the use of one or the ot11er 1ohichever may be more comli,cive to tlie reform of 
the offender. J,i things J,ertainitig to· commo,, demeano11r, the same golden rule is to be obsef"Ved, 
One m11st not str11t u•l1ile walking tior m11st lie speak in a sho1eti11g to11e. Bve,i in the matter of 
cliarity, tlie ha,id is to be kept neither too tiglit ,ior too loose, lti the follo,oitig article. Mr. Robert 
Lynd gives a bea11ti/ul exposiUoti of this Philosophy of the golden mean by bringing it to bear 11pon a 
survey of the modem Buropeao c11lts of Fascis,111 Nazism a,1d Bolshevism, all of wliicl• err i,i the 
direction of extreniism, being based 011 the philosophy of "too much". 

I met a doctor the other day who told me of 
the case of a child who, after puzzling its doctors 
with the symptoms of what appeared to be a 
strange disease was discovered merely to be suffer• 
ing from having been given too many vitamins. 

That struck me as being rather symbolic of 
modern life. Every other day we discover new 
cures, cures for bodily ailments, cures for mental 
ailments, and cores for political ailments-and 
we overdo them to a point at which the cures 
themselves become causes of ailments, We 
forget that too much even of a good thing may 
be as had as too little. 

It is possible, for example, to have too much 
snnshitie, as a good many sun-bathers have found 
at the cost of tortured skins. When the virtnes of 
the snn-cure began to be preached, many people 
rnshed to the conclnsion that, if five minutes of 
exposure of the body to sunlight produced health 
and vigour, five hours of exposure would prodnce 
enormously more health and vigour. In the 
result, they had to go to the doctora to be cured 
of the effects of the sun-cure 

Excell of Liberty 
And what is true of sunlight is true of nearly 

everything else You c!ln certainly have too much 
liberty, tbongh the anarchists will not admit this. 
The Spanish Government would be in a stronger 
position to,day if a number of its snpporters had 
not insisted on retaining liberty of action even 
under the threat of war, thus making impossible 
a onited and disciplined front. Excess of liberty 
is almost as dangerons to human beings as defi, 
ciency of liberty. Extremes are the enemy both 
in the individnal life and in the life of the race. 

The Greeks had a famous saying: "Nothing 
too mnch '' ; and Aristotle declared that virtue is 
"a me1n state in the sense that it aims at hitting 
the mean." Just as health is destroyed by too 
much or too little food and drink, he maintained, 
so virtues such as conrage and temperance 
can be injured by deficiency or excess. " The 
man," be pointed out, 0 who runs away from 
everything in fear and never endnres anything 
becomes a coward; the man who fears nothing 
whatever but enconnters everything becomes fool• 
hardy, Similarly, he that indulges in every 

pleasure and refrains from none turns out a pro• 
fligate, and he that shuns all pl'easure a<1 boorish 
people d:,, becomes whit m1y be c11led insen
sible.'' 

Find the Golden Mean 
That has the look of being fairly platitudinous 

and obvious stuff. But it is certainly not obvious 
to the leaders of many of the characteristic move• 
ments of our time. It is not obvious, for example, 
to the educationists who wish to banish discipline 
from the schools, It was not obvious to those 
Victorians at the other extreme who believed in 
the iron discipline of the yonng both in school 
and in the home. There is no more difficnlt 
educational problem, I imagine, than to find the 
golden mean between excessive liberty and the 
excessive discipline which means a deficiency of 
liberty. 

If there were only two kinds of schools in 
existence-one founded on an extreme belief in 
liberty, and the other founded on the extreme· 
belief in discipline-1 am not sure about which of 
them I should feel more dnbious. Every one 
who has suffered from excessive discipline in early 
life bas bated it, but many people who at the 
same age enjoyed excessive liberty find themselves 
wondering at times whether it might not have 
been better for them in the end if they bad been 
brought up under a stricter discipline. 

But it is not only in education that the 
extremes of liberty and discipline are equally to 
be guarded against. The same thing holds trne of 
politics. Conservatism is a creed that before the 
War laid an excessive emphasis on the need of 
discipline or, as it was called, law and order. 
Liberalism laid an excessive emphasis on the need 
of liberty or, as it was called, laissez faire, The 
Unionist policy in regard to Home Rule was based 
on the theory that an excess of Jaw and order 
was good for Ireland and that a deficiency of 
liberty did not matter in comparison. The Liberal 
policy in regard to laissss faire was based on the
theory that, if yon left hnman beings free to 
compete against each other in the spirit of Devil
take-the,hindmost, it wonld be better for most 
people, inclnding some of the hindmost, in the 
end, 

(See J,a,ze 8.) 
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, 
explains a good deal that is matter-of.fact. The 

I' B L D
ft I[ lihl 'S '" , _ green turban of the present-day stands as a symbol 
DI n of the degenerate mentality that has, under the 

garb of religion undermined Islam as no one in 
· ft'11UN f11 &Iii E open hostility to Islam could have done. It stinks 

; =

--- -~•- .. _ (~""'. W -~•:::::"-:::, p~ , .... =,II of all that is sham, unreal and worn-out in religion _ _ .... ,._ ~ ,. :. _ _ and low and decadent in the struggle of life. 
A report of a World Christian Mis~ionary 

Conference tells u~, that all over the world of 
THE STORY OF THE GREEN TURBAN I Islam, Islam has failed and "the people are losing 

(From the" Light" of tliirtee,i years bacli-Oot. ; 
16, 1924.] i 

0 , h , I . nee upcm a time t ere was a pair of doves : 
leading a peaceful happy life together, Right at : 
the top of a tree, they had built their nest, away 
from the reach of man and beast. Morning and i 
evening they would come down and help them ; 
selves to the ample hospitality of the smiling fields · 
ar~uad, In peace and plenty they lived, knowing ! 
-neither woe nor worry. i 

All of a sudden the wheel of fortune took 
an unfortunate tnrn, One line morning when 
as usual they were picking grains and worms 
on the ground, there appeared on the scene a 
personage, whose long robe, green turban and 
flowing beard gave him a decided saintly look. 
Naturally the dove was alarmed and warned his 
mate who was innocently busy with her breakfast, 
of the approach of the gentleman. She looked np 
and saw who it was. "You must be stark mad " 
chirped she to her husband, •• to take fright at the 
approach of such a holy man. Why, don't you 
see his green tnrban? These green-turbans are 
snpposed to be a very pious people. Green is the 
emblem of piety. These men have turned their 
back on the world and all its temptations. Rest 
~ontent I Fear no harm l They wouldn't injure 
even a little worm." 

" You never can tell, dear," rejoined the dove, 
"Appearances are so often deceptive" and he told her 
what he had heard about these pious-looking folks. 

" Hush" she retorted, " Don't you dare 
suspect these Godly creatures " 

Thus reprimanded, the dove gave in and 
they resumed enjoying their grains and worms. 
The pious green-turban had spotted them in the 
meantime and picked up a piece of stone which he 
carried under his saintly robe. No sooner he 
came up within easy shot of the simple credulous 
birds than bang came the hidden hit. Poor hen• 
dove ! She had a narrow escape. Her right 
wing was broken, but she managed to drag herself 
to her nest. 

" How meau I" she cried, ''how treacherous !" 
" Didn't I tell yon," said her mate, " not 

to be led away by these people. Under their 
green turbans they conceal the blackest of 
thoughts, nnder their long robes, the narrowest 
of hearts. Poor common folks think they Jive 
all in all for religion, whereas the fact is, under 
the cloak of religion they live on religion Five 
times a day they pray to God but fifty times a 
day they prey on His creatures". 

"Then", replied the hen-dove, "these 
hypocrites most be the greatest villains nnhung. 
We mast bring at least one of them to book." 

And forthwith they went to the court arid 
sued the green-turban for his malicious treachery. 
The green-turban was tried and the jury returned 
a unanimons verdict of "guilty". It was left to 
the choice of the doves to snggest the penalty. 
" Strip him of his green tnrban," the birds decreed, 
.. under cover of which he plays his.dirty game." 

Thia ia juat a atory from imagination, but it 

faith in their own religion.'' Yes, the statement is 
not without some truth. Undoubtedly, people are 
not quite sure whether Islam can yet save them, 
It would be she11r obstinacy to shut onr eyes to 
what is already an open secret. Why, they say, 
Islam had come to bind the jarring elements of 
humanity into one cordial cord ot fraternity. Does 
not the Quran say, "You were on the brink of a 
pit of fire. God infused love into your hearts and 
you became brothers by His grRce ?" At 1he 
golden touch of Islam, they argue, did not the 
ob~cure illiterate camel-driver of the sands of 
Arabia become the builder of a mighty empire 
and a mightier dvilization? "You," sa}·s the 
Word of God, "shall have dominance in the 
world, provided you are Musalmans," So says the 
Quran but hard facts of life tell a different stor)', 
Instead of " infusing love" into the hearts of 
Musalmans and making them brothers, the Islam 
of the day has set one Musahnan against another 
Musalmao. Has not Islam failed, they demand? 
Instead of being the dominant nation in the world 
everywhere the Musalman is rotting under th~ 
heel of the foreigner, Has not Islam failed, they 
exclaim ? Instead of being the torch-bearers of 
light and learning, Musalmans all over the world 
are sunk deep in ignorance and superstition. Has 
not Islam failed, they insist ? ls there one phase 
of life where Islam at the present day has scored 
a single point of success ? 

Alas ! The impeachment is true, too true. 
Our only defence is that it is the Islam of the 
green turban-the sect-ridden, the rite-ridden the 
priest-ridden, the m11llah-ridden Islam-that has 
failed. Sooner or later the fall was bound to come 
and it has come. The Islam that lies deep down 
in the pure pages of the Holy Quran, is even 
to-day pregnant with the same vitalizing force as 
at the day of the Prophet of the noble memory 
himself. But as long as people look for that force 
in the false folds of the green-turban, the world of 
!slam is ,bound to go down and down. The only 
remedy 1s the remedy that was prescribed by the 
doves of the story and has now been applied by 
the deputies of the Grand National Assembly of 
Angora : Strip these pious frauds of their green
turbans. "In Constantinople," the report tells 
us " the men are forbidden to wear green turban 
which was formerly worn to indicate that they 
bad been to Mecca.'' And where this experiment 
has been tried, results are already in the coming. 
According to the same report the New Spirit of 
life and go is already making its appearance in 
Persia where even the fair sex is up to defend their 
rights and liberties, even at the point of the 
revolver. 

What about the Mnsalman of India, we ask? 
Things have already gone too far, Islam to-day 
stands at the cross-roads. either to go op or to go 
down once and for 1dl. We have come to the 
parting of ways. What says the Musalman of 
India 1 Is be going to cling to the thread-bare 
Islam of the green-turban, a dead weight of 
cnstom and convention or is be going to have the 
livinCJ throbbing Islam of the Holy Quran ? 
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of mind and even moral rights, The desecration 
of truth in unworthy hands-the truth which was 
meant to raise humanity morally and materially 
out of the dusky region of animality, is moreover 
followed by condign punishment, and thus we find 
that religious perversity is causing more blindness 
of reason and deadness of moral sensibility than 
any other deficiency in our education i just as the 
truth represented by science, when used-for ignoble 
traffic, thre1tens us with annihilation, It has been 
the saddest experience of man to witness such 
violation of the highest prodncts of civilization, to 
find the gnardians of religion blessing the mailed 
fist of temporal power in its campaign of wholesale 
massacre and consolidation of slavery, and science 
joining hands with the same relentless power in its 
mnrderous career nf exploitation, 

When we come. to believe that we are in 
possession of our God because we belong to some 
·particnlar sect, it gives us a complete sense of 
comfort to feel that God is no longer needed, 
-except for breaking with the greater unction the 
skulls of people whose idea of God, fortunately or 
unfortunately, differs from our own in theoretical 
details, Having thus made provision for onr God 
in some shadowland of creed, we feel free to 
reserve all the space in the world of reality for 
ourselves,-ridding it of the wonder of the Infinite, 
making it as trivial as our own bonsebold furniture. 
Such unmitigated vulgarity only becomes possible 
when we have no doubt in our minds that we 
believe in God while our life ignores Him. 

The pious man of sect is prond because be 
·is confident of bis right of possession of God. 

the power to grasp the significance of euch 
different form of the Reality that is one in all,
but the masses ol believers are unable to reconcile 
the conflict of codes and commands. Their timid 
and shrnnken imagination, instead of being 
liberated by the vision of the Infinite in religion, 
is held captive in bigotry and is tortured and 
exploited by priests and fanatics for uses hardly 
anticipated hy those who originally conceived it, 

Unfortunately great teachers most often nre 
surrounded by persons whose minds, lacking 
transparency of atmosphere, obscure and distort 
the ideas originating from the higher source, 
They feel a smug satisfaction when the picture 
of their master which they offer, shows features 
made somewhat in the pattern of their own person• 
ality. Consciously and unconsr;iously they 
reshape profound messages of wisdom ii1 the 
mould of their own tortuous understanding, 
carefully modifying them into conventional 
platitudes in which they themselves find comfort, 
and which satisfy the habit-ridden mentality of 
their own community. Lacking the sensitiveness 
of mind which is necessary for the enjoyment of 
truth in its unadulterated parity they exaggerate 
it in an attempt at megalomaniac enlargement 
according to their own insensate standard, '\\hich 
is as absurdly needless for its real appraisement as 
it is derogatory to the dignity of its original 
messengers. The history of great men, because 
of their very greatness, ever runs the risk of being 
projected on to a wrong background of memory 
where it gets mixed up with elements that are 
crudely customary and therefore inertly accepted 
by the multitude, 

The man of devotion is meek becanse be is I say to yon that if you are really lovers 
conscious of God's right of love over his life and of Truth, then dare to seek it in its fulness, in 
sonl. The object of our possession most needs all the infinite beauty of its majesty, bot never 
become smaller than ourselves and, without ack• be content to treasure np its vain symbols in 
nowledging it in so many words, the bigoted miserly seclusion within the stony walls of con• 
sectarian nurses the implicit belief that God can ventions. Let us revere the great souls in the 
be kept secured for himself and his fellows in a sublime simplicity of their spiritual altitude which 
,cage which is of their own make. In a similar is common tg them all, where they meet in uni
manner the primitive races of men believe that versa! aspiration to set the spirit of man free from 
their ceremonials b.ave a magic influence upon the bondage of his own individual ego, and of the 
their deities. ego of his race and of his creed : but in that 

Thus every religion that begins as a liberating lowland of traditions, "here ,eligions challenge 
-agency ends as a vast prison-house. Built on the and refute ~ach other's claims and dogmas, there 
-renunciation of its founder, i_t becomes a possessive a wil!e man must pass them by in doubt and 
institntion in the hands of its priests and claiming dismay. 
to be universal becomes au active centre of schism I do 0 ~ mean to advocate a common church 
and strife. Like a sluggish stream the spirit of for mankind, a universal pattern to which every 
man is chocked by rotting weeds and is divided act of worship and aspiration must conform. The 
into shallow slimy pools that are active only in arrogant spirit of sectarianism which so often uses 
-releasing deadly mists of stupefaction. This either active or passive, violent or snbtle, methods 
mechanical spirit of tradition is essentially of persecution, on the least provocation or without 
materialistic, it is blindly pious b11t not spiritual, any, has to be reminded of the fact that religion, 
obsessed by phantoms of unreason that haunt like poetry, is not a mere idea,-it is expression. 

feeble minds with their ghastly mimicry of religion The self-expression of God is in the variedness 
This happens not only to mediocre individuals of creation ; and our attitude towards the Infinite 
who hug the fetters that keep them irresponsible most in its expression also have a variedness of 
or craving for lurid unrealities, bot to generations individuality, ceaseless and unending. When a 
of insipid races that have lost all emphasis of religion develops the ambition of imposing its 
significance in themselves, having missed their doctrine on all mankind, it degrades itself into
present in their ghostly past ! a tyranny and becomes a form of Imperialism. 

Great aouls, like Ramkrishna Paramabanmsa This is why we find a ruthless method of fascism 
bave a comprehensive vision of Truth, they have I in religious matters prevailing in most parts ol 
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the world, trampling flat the expansion of the / That might be a reasonable enough reply if 
spirit of man under its insensitive heels. Hitler regarded Nazi•ism as a passing policy to 

The attempt to make the one religion which meet an.emergency. In a gr?at emergency liberty 
· th · d · te all ti· e and s ce co e may at times have to be sacr1ficed to the need for 1s etr own, omrna m pa , m s I d d U f I f 
naturally to men addicted to sectarianism. This aw an or e.r. n ortunate Y, so ar as one can 

k 't ff · t th t b t Id tb t G d make out, Hitler regards an excess of law and 
~nn cs 1 0 e~sive .0 d:in. 0

• e f 01 a d H0
• order and a deficiency of liberty as things 

ts generous m His 1stnb11t1on o ove, an ts tl d . bi • th St t If th's · 
me,tns of communication with men have not been permanen ty d esira et an ne u ah e. . d 1

1 
faviecwy 

· d bi' d b 1 • t were accep e over a ong e o g perm , n 
rest ncte . to a . tn R rnpt Y st?pptng a one it would lead to the downfall of German civilization. 
nnrl'ow point of history. If humanity ever happens 
to he overwhelmed with the universal Hood of a J\ tranaldon ltaje 
bigoted exclusiveness, then God will have to make In Ru!'lsia, as in Germany, the deliciency of 
provision for another Noah's Ark to save His liberty is conspicuous. But to my mind the 
creatures from the catastrophe of spiritu,d situation in Russia is more hopeful in so far as 
desolation, many Communists defend the present state of 

What I plead for is 11 living recognition of Communism mainly on the ground that it is 11 
the neglected truth that the reality of religion tran~ition stage. The Russian, indeed might 
has its basis in the truth of Man's nature in its defend his servitude plausibly enough by saying: 
most intense and universal need and so must "Before the Revolution we in Russia suffered 
constantly be tested by it. Where it frustrates from a deficiency of equality, It was impossible to 
that need, and outrages its reason it repudiates repair the deficiency except at the price of a 
its own justification. temporary deficiency of liberty." I should be 

impressed by the argument, for conditions in 
Tsarist Russia were undoubtedly exceptional, But 
I become pessimistic when ( hear sincere 
revolutionaries arguing that. because this state of 
affairs was necessary in Russia, a temporary 
d-,ficiency of liberty must also be accepted in 
England as a half-way house to Utopia. Most of 
us, l suppose, look forward to the steady approach 
of an era of greater equality now that science 
promises to be able to multiply wealth beyond the 
dreams of our ancestors. But I see no reason for 
believing that we can approach a greater equality 
only by drawing further and further away from 
liberty, Equality seems to me a doubtful blessing 
if it means that everr one is equally forbidden to 
criticize Stalin or Lenin or Karl Marx. There is 
no real equality in a country in which an opposition 
is not allowed to form and to propagate its opinions. 

Let me conclude with a few lines from the 
great mystic poet of mediaeval India, Kabir, whom 
I regard as one of the greatest spiritual geniuses 
of our land: 
The Jewel is lost in the mud, 

and all are seeking for it, 
some look for it in the east, and some in the west; 

some in the water and some amongst stones, 
But the servant Kabir has 

appraised it at its true value, 
and has wrapped it with care 

in a corner of the mantle of his own heart. 

(Continued from page 5) 

What the Unionist did not see was that 
liberty was as necessary to Ireland as law and 
order, and that a healthy balance between liberty 
and law and c:nder was not possible without self. 
government. What the Liberal was for a time 
reluctant to see was that, if men were left free to 
compete against each other without restrictions, 
society would become a chaos of greedy rich and 
suffering poo,. Even so good a man as John 
Bright objected to tbe Factory Acts, which 
brought the beginnings of law and order into 
industry. 

What Hitler bellev~s 
In many conntries in Europe to•day we see the 

unhappy results of the worship of the extreme. 
In Germany Hitler believes in discipline as some 
early sun- bathers believed in sunlight ; he is 
convinced that you cannot have too mncb of it, 
The Aristotelian ideal of the golden mean is 
abhorrent to him. If you pointed out to him that 
at present the German is suffering from an exce&s 
of discipline and -a deficiency of liberty, be would 
probably reply that the liberty of Germany is more 
important than the liberty of the individual 
German, and that when the Germans as individuals 
had liberty after the War, the country was in a 
state of cbaos, incapable of maintaining law and 
order at home or of achieving eqnality in interns• 
tional life. 

, The abolition of inequality is a noble ideal, but 
there must be other ways of achieving it besides the 
abolition of liberty. The nation that, having 
achieved a moderate amount of liberty, would 
throw it away as a trifle would be a deserter from 
civilization. 

When Patriofiam i• Daojeroua 
The love of extremes is in the air, however, 

! and on all sides are to be heard voices trying to 
il lure the Englishman from his natnral moderation. 

Even Mr. H. G. Wells is among the extremists in 
so far as he maintains that his World State is 
impossible without a deficiency of patriotism. 
Patriotism in excess-jingoism, national egomania, 
State-worship-is a dangerous poison: it make& 
for ill health like an excess of vitamins. But 
patriotism in moderation-a sane love of our 
country more than other countries, a moderate 
Nationalism - is, I believe a natural bnman emotion 
so deep-seated that every one wishing to build a 
better world must take it into account if he is to 
have any chance of success. 

As regards patriotism, liberty, and discipline, 
vitamins and sunlight, it is as important to act in 
the spirit of "Nothing too little" as in the spirit 
of "Nothing too much" I do not ask you to 
take my word for it, but I advise yon to take 
Aristotle's. 

Pt1nted by M. Y. Kha III Rtpon Prtnlln1 Preu, Bnll Road, Labore and Publt,hed by him from 
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